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Abstract 3 

Prefabrication housing production (PHP) processes are fragmented and full of variability. Their 4 

schedule reliability is particularly disturbed by the constraints deriving from task executions in the 5 

on-site assembly process. Proactive constraints modeling, including identifying constraints and 6 

understanding their interrelationships, is crucial to ensure successful task executions and enhance 7 

sociability in collaborative working. However, current methods for constraints modeling are often 8 

sluggish and heavily rely on human’s commitments because there is no real-time and value-added 9 

information for decision-making. To address this issue, this study proposes an approach of smart 10 

work packaging (SWP)-enabled constraints modeling service, which consists of three dynamic 11 

sub-services: social network analysis (SNA) service, hybrid system dynamics (SD)-discrete event 12 

simulation (DES) model service, and constraints scenario analysis service. It can equip the workers 13 

with the ability to (1) automatically identify the critical constraints, (2) dynamically explore 14 

interactional and interdependent relationships of these constraints, and (3) simulate and analyze 15 

the impact on schedule performance under different constraints scenarios. Five critical constraints 16 

are identified, including adverse weather conditions, lack of collision-free path planning, lack of 17 

visible and audible communication mechanism, lack of optimal buffer layout, and lack of optimal 18 

installation sequence. Most interrelationships are depicted in the four modules of the hybrid SD-19 

DES model, including the assembly process, resource availability, operation efficiency, and 20 

schedule performance. Finally, the most influential constraint “lack of collision-free path planning” 21 

to schedule performance is identified in the constraints scenario analysis process. 22 
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1. Introduction26 

As reported by McKinsey (2017), construction-related spending accounts for 13% of the world’s 27 

GDP, but productivity growth of the construction industry has only increased by 1% over the past 28 

20 years. The productivity of the manufacturing industry is nearly 1.7 times higher than that of the 29 

construction industry. The underlying reason could be the relatively slow adoption and integration 30 

of advanced information technologies and industrialization principles such as mechanization, 31 

automation, robotics, standardization, modularization, and information-driven construction (Li et 32 

al., 2019). Prefabrication Housing Production (PHP) is an innovative solution in the construction 33 

industry. It uses the principles of industrialization in the lifecycle of construction projects, 34 

including design, manufacturing, transportation, on-site assembly, maintenance, and 35 

deconstruction stages. The benefits of PHP have been investigated in many studies. PHP can 36 

provide a safer and more sustainable construction environment by testing products in controlled 37 

factories using consistent standards (Wu et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2017). It can also help reduce 38 

construction waste (Mao et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2018).  Moreover, widespread adoption of PHP in 39 

densely populated regions, such as Hong Kong, can be used to mitigate the impact of labor shortage 40 

and unbalanced housing supply and demand (Li et al. 2018a). Although the public high-rise 41 

residential buildings in Hong Kong have benefited significantly from PHP, the supply of public 42 

housing is still plagued by the pathological schedule delay of PHP. For example, the government 43 

planned to construct 13,300 flat units of public housing in the financial year of 2016-2017. 44 

However, the actual amount of PHP is only 11,276 units; a 15.22% delay (Housing Authority, 45 



2018). The uncertainties and constraints in the fragmented PHP process have proven to be the 46 

dominant drivers (Li et al., 2016). Uncertainty refers to something that may occur, whereas 47 

constraint (e.g., limited space and buffers) is something that will happen (Li et al., 2017a). 48 

Constraints are the apparent bottlenecks and thus are more predictable than the uncertainties to be 49 

removed in task executions. As such, reliable constraint-free schedules are vital for achieving an 50 

industrialized PHP environment across the fragmented stages including design, manufacturing, 51 

logistics, and on-site assembly so as to avoid schedule delays and cost overruns (Wang et al., 52 

2016a). 53 

The reliability of PHP schedules can be enhanced via proactive constraints management, which is 54 

the process of identifying, optimizing and monitoring of bottlenecks (e.g., unavailable drawings 55 

and specifications, shortage of workforce and materials, limited workspace, uncompleted 56 

preceding works, lack of work permits, quality, and safety issues) to ensure that work package-57 

level tasks assigned to workers can be successfully executed (Blackmon et al., 2011). Managing 58 

constraints in PHP processes means preparing more (e.g., on detailed and dynamic planning with 59 

lean solutions) and acting fast (e.g., on decision-making and collaborative working) using available 60 

information and knowledge. As such, the principal objective of constraints management is to 61 

continually improve the reliability of workflow by guaranteeing that precise information is always 62 

available at the right time in the right format to the right person. There have been a significant 63 

number of studies focusing on how to support decision makers and collaborative workers with 64 

precise, timely, and well-formatted information for task execution (Zhong et al., 2017; Li et al., 65 

2018b). For example, an internet of things (IoT)-enabled Building Information Modeling (BIM) 66 

platform is developed with the support of smart construction objects (SCOs) by equipping objects 67 

with information and communication technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID), 68 



augmented reality (AR), and other sensing and tracking technologies (Li et al., 2018c; Niu et al., 69 

2016). Other studies, such as Blackmon et al. (2011) and Wang et al. (2016a), have made efforts 70 

to develop frameworks by considering the use of information technologies for constraints 71 

management in the oil and gas industry. However, there is so far no widely accepted approach for 72 

constraints management in PHP. 73 

The development of smart work packaging (SWP) in recent years seems to be adequate to address 74 

the challenge. Work packaging is the approach to break down PHP processes into manageable 75 

pieces to facilitate execution of activities or tasks. However, it is limited in offering practical 76 

constraints management solutions such as automatic identification and analysis of constraints and 77 

their interrelationships (Hamdi, 2013; Isaac et al. 2017), real-time sensing and tracking constraints 78 

status (Liu et al. 2015), and optimal constraints improvement planning (Abuwarda and Hegazy, 79 

2016). Smart Construction Objects (SCOs) (Niu et al., 2016) are the smart resources with 80 

characteristics of awareness, communicativeness, and autonomy, which can improve the capacity 81 

of resources-related constraints modeling, optimization, and monitoring. However, SCOs are 82 

defined on single construction objects, without encapsulating the construction project operations 83 

like work packaging. Thus, SWP, as the integration and extension of work packaging and SCO 84 

aims to develop smart tasks execution procedure to improve constraints management for achieving 85 

mass production in PHP. Smarter constraints management involves sophisticated autonomy, 86 

adaptivity, and sociability, based on the intensive interaction among people, technologies, 87 

environment, and resources. If this process fails, severe schedule delay/cost overrun may happen. 88 

In PHP, there are a few studies which investigate the smart transformation of a group of tasks (i.e. 89 

the lowest level in the work breakdown structure) based on the building systems of product 90 

breakdown structure (PBS) by embedding the capabilities of visualizing, tracking, sensing, 91 



processing, computing, networking, and reacting. The smart transformation centers upon 92 

autonomy, adaptivity, and sociability, which can facilitate better tasks execution from workers. 93 

For example, the machinery (i.e., vehicles, crane towers) can be augmented with the autonomy to 94 

transport or hoist the prefabricated products independently and without direct intervention from 95 

surroundings (Chi et al., 2012). In addition, the PHP planning approaches can be enhanced with 96 

adaptivity to be capable of reacting flexibly and resiliently through re-planning in a dynamic 97 

manner when constraints are not removed (Abuwarda and Hegazy, 2016). Work packages can also 98 

be strengthened with sociability to interact in a peer-to-peer manner with other work packages or 99 

resources in the work packages to collectively improve constraints management (Taghaddos et al., 100 

2012).  101 

Despite the merits of deploying SWP for constraints management in PHP to achieve a constraint-102 

free environment, numerous implementation barriers have also been raised (Wang et al., 2016a). 103 

The first barrier for SWP that prevents the success of constraints management in PHP is to identify 104 

the critical constraints and understand the interrelationships of the constraints. To better explore 105 

the SWP-enabled constraints management system of PHP from a holistic view, constraints 106 

modeling, including identifying constraints and mapping their interrelationships, should be 107 

investigated before optimizing and monitoring. This study concentrates on the on-site assembly 108 

process of PHP due to the fact that it is the central piece for delivering the final product. This study 109 

also proposes a two-phase solution to model the constraints, which includes: (1) encapsulating 110 

social network analysis (SNA) module into SWP to automatically identify the trades associated 111 

constraints in the on-site assembly process, and (2) developing a hybrid dynamic model which 112 

integrates system dynamics (SD) and discrete event simulation (DES) to map the interactions and 113 

interrelationships of the constraints. The specific objectives of this study are to: (1) automatically 114 



identify the trades associated critical constraints; (2) dynamically explore interactional and 115 

interdependent relationships of these constraints; (3) simulate and analyze the impact of these 116 

constraints on schedule performance under various constraints scenarios. 117 

2. Literature Review 118 

2.1 Prefabrication Housing Production (PHP) 119 

Schedule delay continually impedes the success of PHP due to the lack of required coordination 120 

to prevent work starvations between prefabrication factories, logistics, and on-site construction (Li 121 

et al., 2018a). The issue of fragmentation is amplified when the manufacturing work of PHP in 122 

Hong Kong has been completely shifted offshore, e.g., to the Great Bay Area (GBA) of Mainland 123 

China, which results in all uncertainties and constraints prior to tasks execution could not be timely 124 

satisfied to enhance and improve the reliability of PHP processes (Li et al., 2016). Previous studies 125 

investigated the stakeholder-associated risks in the whole PHP processes, such as low 126 

interoperability between different enterprise resource planning systems (ERPs), logistics 127 

information inconsistency, delivery delay of prefabricated products to the site (Li et al., 2016). To 128 

help reduce these risks, the internet of things (IoT)-enabled BIM platform, including the services 129 

of production, logistics, and on-site assembly, was developed to improve the visibility and 130 

traceability of prefabricated products for achieving just-in-time (JIT) coordination (Zhong et al., 131 

2017; Li et al., 2018b). Meanwhile, data analytics methods, e.g., the hybrid simulation model, are 132 

also developed to facilitate risk identification and interrelationships mapping in the PHP processes 133 

(Li et al., 2018a). If the level of detail (LOD) in schedule can be classified into LOD 100 (master 134 

schedule), LOD 200 (phase schedule), LOD 300 (weekly schedule), and LOD 400 (daily work 135 

plan), previous outcome truly works in mitigating the risks to improve the phase schedule which 136 

is a LOD 200 covering each PHP phase. However,  risks and constraints are different and must be 137 



identified and treated differently. Constraints can usually be identified, improved, and removed in 138 

a more detailed schedule (e.g., LOD 300 and LOD 400) (Wang et al., 2016a). For example, the 139 

detailed task or activity still beset some missing or incomplete prerequisites including design 140 

(drawings and BIM models), prefabricated products, space, buffer, labor, equipment, permits, 141 

specifications, prerequisite work, which prevent the reliability of PHP workflow, particularly in 142 

the on-site assembly process (Li et al., 2018b). This research concentrates on the development of 143 

constraints modeling service for the four-day assembly cycle (FDAC) process, which means the 144 

typical floor can be assembled and finished by the four-day plan, as shown in Fig.1 (a) (b).  145 

<Insert Figure 1 here> 146 

2.2 Constraints Management 147 

Constraints management is one of the critical strategies for production control and planning. The 148 

concept of constraint was firstly introduced in 1984 as the theory of constraints, which is an overall 149 

management philosophy (Goldratt and Cox, 2016). Constraints management systems have proven 150 

to be more effective when compared to the reorder-point (ROP) systems and material requirements 151 

planning (MRP) systems in the aspects of capacity management, inventory management and 152 

process improvement in the manufacturing industry. It is also argued that constraints management 153 

can outperform the Just-in-time (JIT) system due to the more targeted nature of improvement 154 

efforts in constraints (Boyd and Gupta, 2004). The construction industry has widely recognized 155 

the significance of performing control and planning with constraint management to issue 156 

executable work plans. For example, work packaging is a planned, executable process to 157 

strategically break down the construction scope into distinct and manageable packages with proper 158 

sizing and criteria. Each work package should be assigned to a single organizational unit that is 159 

capable of handling all its constraints. The dependencies between tasks/activities contained in 160 



different work packages should also be considered. One of the practical examples is advanced 161 

work packaging (AWP) (Hamdi, 2013). AWP uses a hierarchy of engineering work packages 162 

(EWPs), construction work packages (CWPs), and installation work packages (IWPs) to allow 163 

engineering and procurement planning driven by construction sequencing. It breaks down the 164 

project processes into CWPs aligned with WBS. CWPs, in turn, contain one or more IWPs. Wang 165 

et al. (2016a) developed a conceptual framework for using AWP to improve total constraints 166 

management in the oil and gas industry. However, the direct implementation of AWP in PHP may 167 

be limited. AWP works well in handling complex mega project (e.g., oil and gas project). AWP 168 

has a hierarchical structure with CWP, EWP, and IWP. The structure is not flattening enough for 169 

PHP to improve the efficiency of decision making and collaborative working. In addition, there 170 

are still significant limitations in the work packaging method for efficiently managing constraints 171 

in PHP, particularly in the area of constraints modeling. For example, the process for identifying 172 

and analyzing constraints and their interrelationships is sluggish because the constraints are only 173 

discussed in a static manner (e.g., through look-ahead meeting) rather than in a real-time manner 174 

(Hamdi, 2013; Isaac et al. 2017). Some studies have also conducted static constraints identification 175 

by social network analysis (Gong et al., 2019). However, automatic constraints identification and 176 

dynamic constraints interrelationship mapping have not been investigated. Enlightened by the 177 

smartness of smart construction object (SCO) (Niu et al., 2016), a more collaborative, autonomous, 178 

and adaptive approach for dynamic constraints modeling may be possible.  179 

2.3 Smart Work Packaging 180 

Much effort has also been made in using cutting-edge information technologies to make work 181 

packages smart (Ibrahim et al., 2009; Abuwarda and Hegazy, 2016). For example, Isaac et al. 182 

(2017) developed algorithms for BIM which can be integrated with design structure matrix and 183 



domain mapping matrix to automatically label relationships between prefabricated products and 184 

their following sequence in which the prefabricated products should be assembled. The 185 

development of smart work packaging (SWP) originated from the manufacturing industry to 186 

improve the smartness of the workflow. Some studies, although not directly using the term “smart 187 

work packaging” or SWP, address the interaction between humans, resources (e.g., machines and 188 

products) and environment with smartness using emerging technologies such as IoT, wireless 189 

sensor networks, big data, cloud computing, or other enabling technology to facilitate tasks 190 

execution. Compared with traditional task execution process, SWP has many unique 191 

characteristics, including traceability, value-added, and awareness. However, information 192 

communication, adaptive to changes, and autonomous actions during task executions have been 193 

identified as necessary requirements of SWP in previous studies (Lu et al.2017; Wang et al. 2016b; 194 

Ren et al. 2017; Lee et al., 2009). For example, based on simulated or historical data, SWP could 195 

achieve autonomy by executing particular tasks when specific requirements are met (Lu et al., 196 

2017). In addition, each smart work package can gain sociability by communicating with its 197 

internal elements, as well as other SWPs to work as a distributed multi-agent system for 198 

collaborative working (Ren et al., 2017). Most importantly, SWP must be adaptive and can react 199 

flexibly to changes by learning from its own experiences, environment, and interaction with others 200 

(Wang et al. 2016b; Lee et al., 2009). Thus, it is believed that the three critical characteristics of 201 

SWP are autonomy, adaptivity, and sociability. The potential functions of SWP have also been 202 

introduced and assessed in different scenarios including modeling (i.e. the understanding of the 203 

interconnections among tasks), monitoring (i.e. the tracking and updating of real-time status), and 204 

optimization (i.e. the planning and scheduling of tasks) (Luo et al. 2018; Wan et al. 2018; Zhang 205 

et al. 2018). Although the SWP is expected to improve the constraint management, modeling the 206 



constraints (i.e., identification and relationship mapping) through an automatic and dynamic 207 

approach is the very first step toward a “zero-constraint” environment. Such a step requires 208 

identifying critical constraints and understanding the interrelationships of them in a smart manner. 209 

3. Methodology 210 

To achieve the objectives of this study, a constraints modeling service is proposed for the on-site 211 

assembly process of PHP (See Fig. 2). This service should work as a function in the overall smart 212 

work packaging (SWP). The authors have proposed a service-oriented architecture (SOA) to 213 

encapsulate SWP into the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) layer in the previous study (Li et al., 214 

2019). Based on this conceptual study, in order to provide practical and useful tools for workers 215 

to automatically identify critical constraints, dynamically explore interactional and interdependent 216 

relationships of these constraints, and understand the impact of these constraints on schedule 217 

performance, we further embed a few practical techniques and analytics methods into the SWP. 218 

The identification of critical constraints and their interrelationships, as the first step in constraints 219 

modeling service, is supported by social network analysis (SNA) technique, which applies social 220 

network theory to help explore the complex system that contains miscellaneous relationships. The 221 

on-site assembly process can be considered as an intricate network involving different workers. 222 

The integration of SNA can, therefore, help facilitate the identification of critical trades associated 223 

constraints and their cause-and-effect relationships in the on-site assembly process of PHP. The 224 

use of SNA can be found in various research fields, such as schedule risk (Li et al.,2016), urban 225 

renewal (Yu et al., 2017), and social responsibility (Lin et al., 2018). The authors have also 226 

investigated the use of SNA for constraints identification in a static manner (Gong et al., 2019). 227 

However, the adoption of automatic and dynamic SNA has not been investigated. Therefore, in 228 

this study, the SNA sub-service is proposed (see Fig. 2). It has three major steps: (1) The workers 229 



of different trades register or log-in the SNA service of their own SWP and get the constraints 230 

template; (2) they score and evaluate the constraints interrelationships; (3) they visualize the 231 

network and identify the critical constraints and interactions in an automatic manner. 232 

<Insert Figure 2 here> 233 

Secondly, assessing and simulating the potential effect of the identified critical constraints on the 234 

schedule performance of PHP should be considered in SWP to facilitate the decision making of 235 

the workers. Computer simulation has been widely adopted in diverse decision-making in 236 

construction processes by enabling ‘what-if’ scenarios (Lee, 2017). Discrete Event Simulation 237 

(DES) has been a primary means for such simulation, representing sequential operation details 238 

(Alvanchi et al., 2011). As DES models can offer detailed information for execution, they have 239 

been primarily used to solve operational issues (e.g., physical constraints) such as shop-floor 240 

fabrication and on-site assembly which can replicate the PHP processes for helping different trades 241 

to analyze their constraints. However, DES is deficient in the dynamic analysis of system 242 

interaction. For example, DES models can analyze on-site assembly process with an event-oriented 243 

view but cannot organize feedback structures between process performance (e.g., schedule 244 

performance) and its project contexts (Hwang et al., 2016). Instead, the control theory-based 245 

system dynamics (SD) models can be applied to analyze the interactions (e.g., casual loop ) and 246 

structures (e.g., stock and flow) of the project environments due to their perfect demonstration of 247 

feedback effects. Also, SD models are efficient to integrate management actions. Unlike the DES 248 

models which target operational details, SD models focus on handling strategic issues (e.g., 249 

informational constraints) (Li et al. 2018a). Thus, by considering the advantages of DES and SD, 250 

a hybrid SD-DES dynamic model can be embedded into SWP to help workers of different trades 251 

conduct a more comprehensive constraints evaluation in both operational and strategic levels. In 252 



this research, a customized SD-DES hybrid dynamic model sub-service is developed to 253 

encapsulate the SD models into each event in the DES model. DES model primarily facilitates to 254 

measure the operation level of the on-site assembly system including the capacity and number of 255 

project resources, the duration of on-site assembly tasks, and the lifting distance of the crane tower. 256 

SD models are primarily linked to strategic level context, such as the satisfaction level of the tasks, 257 

level of worker fatigue, level of worker skill. The development of SD-DES hybrid dynamic model 258 

sub-service has three significant steps: (1) Define the system boundaries of the SD-DES hybrid 259 

dynamic model service; (2) Encapsulate the SD models and their associated attributes into the DES 260 

model for simulating the variations in the schedule performance of PHP; (3) Validate the 261 

developed model through conducting structure and behavior tests. This validation process can 262 

build up the confidence of the simulation results. Thirdly, constraints scenario analysis is 263 

conducted for both project managers and workers to understand different simulation results so that 264 

the influence of different critical constraints on schedule performance can be understood.  265 

4. SWP-enabled Constraints Modeling Service 266 

4.1 Constraints Identification 267 

The SNA sub-service of constraints modeling in the SWP can automatically identify the critical 268 

constraints and their interrelationships. The functions of SNA sub-service can be divided into three 269 

parts (see the interface in Figure 3):  270 

(1) The workers of different trades register or log-in SNA sub-service in their mobile device 271 

and get the constraints template. The initial list of constraints is generated from the look-272 

ahead meeting of a real PHP project owned by the Hong Kong Housing Society (HKHS) 273 

(see Table 1). The templated constraints are pre-programmed with an open-data integration 274 

approach for constraints instantiation.  275 



(2) The interrelationships among identified constraints are determined by links representing 276 

the influence of constraints over another constraint. There are two steps in this process. 277 

The workers of different trades (The trade list is collected from on-site assembly process 278 

of the same PHP project which can represent a typical four-day assembly cycle (FDAC) 279 

(see Table 2) were required to clearly set the direction of potential influence according to 280 

their empirical knowledge in the service interface, and the direction of relationships can be 281 

mutual. For example, the influence generated by T1C2 on T3C4 was distinct from the 282 

influence of T3C4 on T1C2, and they are considered as two different links. After tabulating 283 

the identified links, they can be quantified by two metrics including the intensity of 284 

influence (adopting a five-point scale where “0” and “5” signify the lowest and highest 285 

levels) and likeliness of the influence occurrence (adopting a ten-point scale where “0” and 286 

“1” represent the lowest and highest levels, i.e., 0.1, 0.2, etc.). The multiplication of the 287 

intensity of influence and likeliness offers a basis for evaluating the influence level between 288 

two trades associated constraints. When no influence occurs between two nodes, the 289 

influence level is zero.  290 

(3) The SNA sub-service calls the NetMiner tool (an SNA application analytics) to visualize 291 

and analyze the adjacency matrix lists of link and node. There are three steps in this process. 292 

The on-site superintendent can visually exam the primary constraints and their relationship 293 

distribution in the network. The metrics value and description of network density and 294 

cohesion can be displayed to reflect the overall connectedness and complexity of the 295 

network. In addition, the pre-selected node-level metrics (e.g., out-degree/out-status 296 

centrality, node betweenness centrality, and out-closeness /eigenvector centrality) can be 297 

computed to investigate the characteristics and roles of individual nodes for determining 298 



the critical constraints. Besides node-level metrics, link betweenness centrality was also 299 

calculated to assess the critical interrelationships among constraints. It can help disclose 300 

the cause-and-effect relationships of these constraints. As shown in Fig. 3, the output of 301 

SNA sub-service is a list of critical constraints and critical interrelationships among these 302 

constraints,which is used in the subsequent SD-DES hybrid model, and more details can 303 

be found in the authors’ previous study (Gong et al., 2019). The trades can re-evaluate the 304 

constraints, and the SNA service can also re-generate the output in a real-time manner. 305 

<Insert Figure 3 here> 306 

<Insert Table 1 here> 307 

<Insert Table 2 here> 308 

4.2 Development of Hybrid SD-DES Model 309 

This hybrid SD-DES model sub-service is developed to help workers and site managers to 310 

investigate the influence of the critical constraints and interrelationships (identified in the above 311 

SNA sub-service) on the schedule performance of the FDAC in the on-site assembly process. To 312 

achieve this objective, the development of the system boundary, the SD model and DES model are 313 

explained below. 314 

4.2.1 System Boundary 315 

The definite system boundary can facilitate to generate specific system structures and behaviors. 316 

In this study, the SD-DES model includes three subsystems: the FDAC process, constraints, and 317 

schedule performance. The connection between the three subsystems can be presented in Figure 4. 318 

The first system, i.e., the FDAC subsystem (See Fig.1), includes activities related to prefabricated 319 

products installation and in-situ tasks. The schedule performance subsystem mainly consists of the 320 



planned schedule and the actual schedule to measure their differences. The PHP assembly process 321 

will delay if the actual schedule lags behind the planned schedule.  322 

<Insert Figure 4 here> 323 

According to the literature review and on-site surveys conducted in Gong et al. (2019), constraints 324 

can mainly impede on-site assembly in three ways: resource availability, operation efficiency, and 325 

work quality. First, resources can include labor, prefabricated products, machinery (e.g., crane) 326 

and workspace. Resource availability has positive interactions with schedule performance because 327 

the PHP workflow can be interrupted or suspended if resources become unavailable due to certain 328 

constraints, especially in the compact assembly site of PHP projects in Hong Kong. In contrast, if 329 

the schedule is delayed, the project team can increase the number of resources (e.g., labor, crane) 330 

to recover the delay. Second, operation efficiency indicates the proficiency and accuracy of 331 

machinery and labor, and the constraints in operation efficiency still depress the productivity in 332 

PHP project even though the information and communication technologies have been widely 333 

adopted in a construction site (Li et al., 2017a). It is also the reason to develop the SWP approach 334 

in the authors’ series of studies. Efficient operations can speed up the installation rate, whereas 335 

inefficient operations can increase the installation error rate, thereby leading to the schedule delay. 336 

Besides, when schedule delay occurs, workers and machinery may be pushed to conduct unsafe 337 

and fatigued operations. The operation efficiency may again decrease due to low installation rate 338 

and high error rate. Finally, quality concerns, such as defects of prefabricated products, are also 339 

significant. Quality control is conducted when products arrive on-site or when they are assembled. 340 

Defective products should be reworked or reproduced and extra time is consumed in terms of re-341 

installation and transportation of new products, thereby resulting in schedule delay. Besides, 342 



pushing the progress to recover existing delay may also increase the possibility of quality problems. 343 

Thus, quality concerns are interrelated with other subsystems of the model. 344 

4.2.2 System Dynamics (SD) Model 345 

To perform a detailed quantitative analysis of system’s structure and behavior, the previously 346 

defined and described casual loop relationships in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2.1 are transformed 347 

to an SD diagram (See Fig.5) to address the subsystems of constraints and the schedule 348 

performance for both prefabricated products installation and in-situ tasks. 349 

The SD model is based on the SD scheme adopted in several studies (Nasirzadeh and Nojedehi, 350 

2013; Li et al., 2018a; Wu et al., 2019). In SD, stocks, dynamic variables, and flows are the basic 351 

building blocks. Stocks monitor cumulative quantities (e.g., task completion rate); dynamic 352 

variables monitor non-cumulative quantities (e.g., labor and crane efficiency); and in- and out-353 

flows are used to connect stocks to indicate the increasing and decreasing rate of the stock value. 354 

SD also has parameters whose values are fixed during the simulation and are used to depict the 355 

static attributes of a system (e.g., basic inspection rate and production rate of prefabricated 356 

products). All the SD elements are linked together to form feedback loops that reflect the 357 

underlying mechanism of a system (Wu et al., 2019). This SD model works as a standardized 358 

element to depict the specific FDAC process with surrounded constraints. The rationale of this SD 359 

model is supported by four modules, namely, assembly process module, resource availability 360 

module, operation efficiency module, and schedule performance module. The details of these 361 

modules are discussed in the following sections. It should be noted that the SD structures of 362 

installation and in-situ tasks are similar. Thus, in the following sections, (1) - (4) introduces the 363 

modules for installation tasks, whereas the modules of in-situ tasks are introduced in (5) by 364 

highlighting the differences. 365 



 (1) Assembly Process Module (APM) 366 

This module is the main skeleton of the SD model for installation tasks, which simulates different 367 

statuses of prefabricated products by SD stocks (see Fig.5), such as “Products To Be Assembled,” 368 

“Assembled Products” and “Inspected Products.” The “Products To Be Assembled” stock refers 369 

to the total amount of prefabricated products (e.g., prefabricated facades) that have been delivered 370 

to an on-site buffer and should be assembled. This is linked to another “Assembled Products” stock 371 

by a flow named “Installation Rate,” which is determined by some dynamic variables, such as 372 

“Crane Efficiency,” “Labor Efficiency” and “Resource Availability.” At the quality checking stage, 373 

the installed façades are translated into the “Inspected Products” stock at the “Inspection Rate,” 374 

which is determined by the parameter “basic Inspection Rate” and several constraints identified 375 

using the method introduced in Section 4.1. The mechanism of other stocks, dynamic variables, 376 

and flows, such as “Products To Be Delivered,” “Products To Be Re-assembled,” “Delivery Rate” 377 

and “Re-installation Rate,” follow the same principles.  378 

<Insert Figure 5 here> 379 

(2) Resource Availability Module (RAM) 380 

The resources in this study include labor, material (e.g., prefabricated products), machinery (e.g., 381 

crane), and workspace (e.g., buffer, workface). An optimal resource availability level can keep the 382 

installation rate at a reasonable range to align with the planned schedule. In RAM, the critical 383 

feedback loop is determined by two SD variables. One loop starts from the critical constraint C22: 384 

lack of optimal buffer layout, identified by the SNA sub-service in Section 4.1. This constraint can 385 

affect inadequate buffer space (i.e., C21), and constraints related to availability and capacity of 386 

labor and cranes (i.e., C4, C13, and C23). Moreover, C22 also affects the stock “Products To Be 387 

Assembled” indirectly by the flow “Delivery Rate” in the APM. The other dominant SD variable 388 



is “PSD,” standing for the predicated schedule delay. “PSD” can directly push to increase the 389 

number of labor and cranes, and indirectly affect the number of prefabricated products by 390 

“Delivery Rate.” However, the labor and cranes could not exceed the expected maximum quantity 391 

limited by the buffer space or workspace. This module is integrated with the APM bidirectionally. 392 

For example, “Resource Availability” is embedded in the APM as one major affecting factor of 393 

the flow “Installation Rate”. At the same time, the stock “Products To Be Assembled” in the APM 394 

is embedded in the RAM which affects the congestion level of workspace. 395 

 (3) Operation Efficiency Module (OEM) 396 

The operation efficiency includes the workers’ efficiency and cranes’ efficiency. The workers’ 397 

efficiency is largely determined by constraints related to information, quality and safety, such as 398 

C20: lack of visible and audible communication mechanism, C9: unavailable quality control hold 399 

points, and C29: Inadequate safety training and hazards identification. The relationships among 400 

the work pressure, fatigue, and other constraints that can hinder safety and quality operations have 401 

also been investigated in previous studies (Lee, 2017). Thus, the work pressure and fatigue degree 402 

can also affect the workers’ efficiency. The crane-related constraints are in the critical path of the 403 

assembly schedule, which has also been identified as the critical constraints in SNA sub-service. 404 

If these constraints are not timely removed, crane efficiency in terms of transporting prefabricated 405 

products (from lift point to the place point) in a Just-in-time (JIT) manner cannot be achieved. For 406 

example, the lack of optimal installation sequence and the lack of collision-free path planning can 407 

lead to numerous rework in the horizontal and vertical transportation of prefabricated products. 408 

Additionally, bad weather conditions (e.g., heat-stress) that always happen in the summer of Hong 409 

Kong can impede the progress of the PHP project or reduce worker efficiency, therefore, affecting 410 



the installation rate. The OEM module is integrated into the APM unidirectionally, i.e., the OEM 411 

only compute the worker and crane efficiency data and transfer it to the APM. 412 

(4) Schedule Performance Module (SPM) 413 

This module is used to calculate schedule delay when constraints are not timely removed.  For this 414 

purpose, the planned percentage of completion (PPC) and the actual percentage of completion 415 

(APC) are computed by extracting data from APM. The two indicators are then used to evaluate 416 

“PSD” which is sent back to APM, RAM, and OEM. Therefore, actions such as employing extra 417 

workers and renting additional cranes, can be taken to remove constraints based on the degree of 418 

delay. Some details of calculation in this module can be seen in Table 4. 419 

(5) Modules for In-situ Tasks 420 

An FDAC process, as shown in Fig 1, also includes in-situ tasks, such as wall reinforcement and 421 

conduit installation, slab and beam rebar and inspection, and wall, slab and beam concreting. All 422 

the tasks can be modeled by a similar SD structure, which also includes four parts similar to the 423 

APM, RAM, OEM, and SPM. However, there are several differences. A Work Progress Module 424 

is set up to replace the APM, including four stocks, i.e., “Work To Be Completed,” “Completed 425 

Work,” “Inspected Work” and “Work To Be Redone,” respectively. No prefabricated products are 426 

needed for in-situ tasks, therefore stocks, dynamic variables, and flows relating to prefabricated 427 

products delivery and production are omitted. Second, in the RAM and OEM for in-situ tasks, the 428 

workspace congestion caused by crane and crane efficiency is no longer considered because the 429 

material transported by crane for the in-situ tasks is not on the critical schedule path according to 430 

the project documents. Furthermore, in the SPM, the mechanism to compute schedule delay is the 431 

same, but dynamic variables used to compute “Total Quantity To Be Completed” are different. 432 

The structures of modules for in-situ tasks are shown in Fig 6. 433 



<Insert Figure 6 here> 434 

4.2.3 Encapsulating SD model into the DES model 435 

An FDAC cycle requires to arrange multiple specific tasks with proper preceding and succeeding 436 

dependencies. To mimic this process, as shown in Fig. 7, a DES model is built, which addresses 437 

the FDAC subsystem of the system boundary. Building blocks in the DES model are “delay” and 438 

“hold.” The “delay” block refers to an ongoing installation or in-situ task; the “hold” block controls 439 

the pace of construction according to the project plan and completion rate of preceding tasks. There 440 

are two types of “hold” block. One type, e.g., the “hold” between “Wall_Rebar_A” and 441 

“Slab_Beam_Rebar_A” in Fig. 7, prevents succeeding tasks from starting too early to stick to the 442 

original plan in Fig. 1(b), which is necessary to avoid workers being idle due to early completion 443 

of preceding tasks (Kenley and Seppänen, 2006). The other type, however, forces succeeding tasks 444 

to wait until all preceding tasks are completed, such as the “hold” before “Concrete_A.” 445 

<Insert Figure 7 here> 446 

The conceptual structures of installation and in-situ tasks defined in Section 4.2.2 are used to 447 

generate and assign tasks into the DES model. For this purpose, a technique in object-oriented 448 

programming, i.e., encapsulation, is applied, where a class is defined as a blueprint of all objects 449 

belonging to that class by grouping (or encapsulating) common information of the objects into a 450 

logical unit. As illustrated in the SD structures, installation and in-situ tasks have distinct 451 

characteristics. Thus, they are defined as two classes, with all relevant information encapsulated 452 

in their SD models. The installation task class generates tasks such as “Pre_facade_A” while the 453 

in-situ task class generates tasks such as “Concrete_A.” The encapsulation contributes three merits 454 

to the SD-DES model: (1) It keeps the properties integrality of each task module; (2) It facilitates 455 

the scalability of the DES model; and (3) It enhances the reusability of SD models. 456 



The integration mechanism between DES and SD is bidirectional and is shown in Fig. 8. On the 457 

one hand, each task is generated and assigned into a “delay” block at the time a, and is released at 458 

time b, when two conditions are satisfied: (1) the earliest start time defined in the project plan is 459 

reached; (2) the variable “APC” in the SPM becomes 100%. On the other hand, in the DES model, 460 

a timer is activated in “delay” blocks to record the time spent for each task by subtracting a from 461 

b. Thus, the sum of all timers is the total working time (TWT) of all tasks whereas the total cycle 462 

time (TCT) of one FDAC cycle is recorded at time c (measured by the model engine’s timer 463 

directly) when the “End” block in Fig. 7 is reached. TWT is greater than TCT since some tasks are 464 

performed in parallel. TWT and TCT are important indicators for model validation and results 465 

comparison (see Section 5.2 and 5.3). Meanwhile, “Total Work Hours” is derived from TWT and 466 

is sent back to SD models to evaluate values of dynamic variables (see Section 5.1). 467 

<Insert Figure 8 here> 468 

All variables in the SD models are linked to the database in the SD-DES model service. When the 469 

model starts, data can be extracted from the database. Meanwhile, the results of the simulation can 470 

be saved to the database for further analysis. In addition, a set of interfaces and data input/output 471 

plug-ins are developed in the SD-DES model service to capture, store, and visualize the real-time 472 

modeling and simulation process.  473 

4.3 Constraints Analysis 474 

The constraints analysis sub-service can be activated when the hybrid SD-DES model sub-service 475 

has been successfully developed. This kind of scenario analysis can work as a sub-service of SWP 476 

to quantitatively measure the influence of these critical constraints on schedule performance under 477 

different constraints scenarios. The simulation results can not only be visualized by considering 478 

various constraints scenarios at the different time points of the FDAC but also provide decision 479 



support by predicting the assembly duration variation when different constraints are not timely 480 

removed at different time points. In this constraints analysis sub-service, a set of constraints 481 

scenarios are proposed based on real project experience, and a comparative analysis is conducted 482 

between these scenarios. 483 

5. Case Simulation  484 

Based on the three sub-services, a case study is conducted to verify the proposed SWP-enabled 485 

constraints modeling service. The case is a Subsidized Sale Flats project owned by the Hong Kong 486 

Housing Society (HKHS) and is located at 48 Chui Ling Road, Tseung Kwan O Area 73A. It 487 

adopts the typical FDAC to construct one residential tower of 33 stories, 330 flats with 1020 units, 488 

including one basement (car park, plant room), and 4-level podium. In this project, only the 489 

prefabricated façade is considered, which incorporates nine different kinds of modules to form 26 490 

different types of façades.  491 

The first step is to identify critical constraints. After the trial of SNA sub-service in Section 4.1, 492 

five constraints are identified as critical, i.e., C5 bad weather conditions, C14 lack of collision-free 493 

path planning, C20 lack of visible and audible communication mechanism, C22 lack of optimal 494 

buffer layout, and C23 unavailable optimal installation sequence. 495 

5.1 Data Collection and Quantification of the SD-DES Model 496 

Prior to launching the simulation, the SD-DES model must have accurate data inputs. According 497 

to the attributes of these data inputs, they are categorized into three categories, i.e., parameters, 498 

dynamic variables, and constraints. Data sources of each group are summarized in Table 3 and are 499 

explained below.  500 

<Insert Table 3 here> 501 



Parameters, such as “Basic Inspection Rate” and “Basic Work Efficiency,” have fixed values 502 

during the simulation and usually serve as the baseline to evaluate values of dynamic variables. 503 

The values of parameters are collected by reviewing project documents, such as planned schedules, 504 

construction plans and bill of quantities. Dynamic variables are SD elements (introduced in Section 505 

4.2.2) whose value are determined by other elements (e.g., constraints, stocks, parameters, and 506 

other dynamic variables) linked to them. Thus, the value of a dynamic variable is not collected but 507 

computed, by embedding equation in the variable, considering all elements linked to it. Finally, 508 

constraints are divided into two groups according to their interrelationships identified in Section 509 

4.1. One group consists of dependent constraints where their effect is affected by other constraints. 510 

For instance, C14 Lack of collision-free path planning is affected by C20 Lack of visible and 511 

audible communication mechanism, and the effect of C14 on “Crane Efficiency” will increase if 512 

C20 is not removed. The other group consists of independent constraints, which only affect others 513 

but are not affected during the project. These constraints are related to the environment, supply 514 

chain and project planning problems, such as C5 Bad weather conditions, C8 Bad conditions of 515 

transportation vehicle and rout and C29 Inadequate safety training and hazards identification. 516 

Then, the quantification of dynamic variables and constraints is completed in three ways. First, 517 

equations in similar SD models from qualified journals are searched, which are mainly used to 518 

calculate values of dynamic variables. Using such equations in is a common practice in SD model 519 

building to reduce development time and increase model reliability (Wu et al., 2019). Besides, 520 

some equations can be built directly based on the structures of SD model and common knowledge 521 

of project management. Finally, a project-level approach is adopted to quantify the effect of 522 

constraints on dynamic variables and the mutual effect between constraints, because such 523 

information is highly project-dependent and off the shelf equations cannot be found. For this 524 



purpose, engineers of the case project are asked to give an estimation, and the average value is 525 

taken. For instance, the negative effect of C14 Lack of collision-free path planning on “Crane 526 

Efficiency” will be further increased by if C20 is not removed.  527 

Given the limited space, Table 4 gives some examples of establishing equations in the SD modules 528 

of installation tasks, which includes all the three ways to quantify the SD model. It should be noted 529 

the FDAC procedure is very mature and standard in Hong Kong (Jailon and Poon, 2009). Thus 530 

data collected from a typical FDAC project, and the estimation provided by experienced engineers 531 

can be considered as stable and representative. 532 

<Insert Table 4 here> 533 

5.2 SD-DES Model Validation 534 

This section verifies the validity of the SD-DES model with two tests, i.e., direct structure test 535 

(DST) and Structure-oriented Behavior Test (SBT). 536 

5.2.1 Direct Structure Test (DST) 537 

Direct structure test (DST) directly performs qualitative comparison between the model structure 538 

and the real system, which includes three sub-tests: (1) structure and parameter confirmation tests, 539 

which examines if all the causality, feedbacks, and parameters of this model can be reflected from 540 

the real system; (2) dimensional consistency test, which examines the dimensional consistency of 541 

equations and ensures that there is no illogical parameter; (3) boundary adequacy test, which 542 

ensures all crucial variables keep in line with the research objectives (Barlas, 1996). As mentioned 543 

in Section 4.2.2 and Section 5.1, the SD structures and equations are established based on  verified 544 

works while the DES model is built by referring to the mature FDAC cycle. Furthermore, the 545 

model structures and the selection of parameters and variables have been explained to the project 546 



managers of the case project to gain their agreements. Thus, the model meets the requirements of 547 

DST and can reflect the real project. 548 

5.2.2 Structure-oriented Behavior Test (SBT) 549 

Structure-oriented behavior test (SBT) is a quantitative test, which investigates model-generated 550 

behavior patterns to uncover potential structural flaws (Wakeland et al., 2005). It can be achieved 551 

by extreme-condition test, behavior sensitivity test, and integral error test. 552 

(1) Extreme Condition Test 553 

The extreme-condition test exams, whether a model is reasonable under extreme conditions. Given 554 

the aim of the study is to investigate the influence of constraints, the status of constraints are used 555 

to setup extreme conditions. For example, the most optimistic and pessimistic cycle time (TCT) 556 

of constructing 33 typical floors adopting FDAC, according to the project plan, is 132 (i.e., 4 days 557 

per floor) and 231 days (i.e., 7 days per floor), respectively. The test results are shown in Table 5. 558 

After 200 simulation runs, when no constraint exists, the average TCT and deviation rate is 132.50 559 

days and 0.71%, respectively, whereas when all constraints are not removed, the average TCT and 560 

deviation rate is 230.06 days and 4.75%, respectively. Both results are acceptable (i.e., the 561 

deviation rate is less than 5%) and comply with the plan. 562 

<Insert Table 5 here> 563 

(2) Sensitivity Test 564 

This test detects parameters to which FDAC tasks are sensitive and asks if the real system exhibits 565 

similar high sensitivity to these parameters. To interpret in details, ten parameters are selected, i.e., 566 

“Basic Worker Efficiency,” “Error Rate” and “Basic Inspection Rate” for both in-situ and 567 

installation tasks, as well as “Basic Delivery Rate,” “Defect Rate,” “Defect Rate After Assembly” 568 



and “Basic Crane Efficiency” for installation tasks, because these parameters are essential in the 569 

SD model by affecting many other dynamic variables. To assess their potential influence on project 570 

duration, each parameter is assigned with a maximum, minimum, and most likely value. For 571 

instance, the minimum “Defect Rate” of prefabricated products is 0 whereas the most pessimistic 572 

(i.e., maximum) “Defect Rate” in the PHP projects is 10% in Hong Kong (Li et al., 2018a). 573 

However, due to the paralleled tasks planning, the variation of TCT is not significant. Thus, the 574 

TWT which aggregates the time spent for each task is adopted to eliminate the paralleling effect, 575 

and the TWT baseline is 140.86 days in the optimal case. The variety range of each parameter, i.e., 576 

the sensitivity is computed using the following equation.  577 

|
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑀𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑀𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
| + |

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑀𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑀𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
|  578 

Table 6 summarizes the simulation results. This study uses 20% as the threshold of variation. Thus 579 

a variable is treated as sensitive if its variety range exceeds 20% (Li et al., 2018a). As a result, 580 

“Basic Delivery Rate,” “Basic Worker EfficiencyI” and “Error RateI” are sensitive variables, 581 

which complies with the reality. For one thing, installation is only a small part of the FDAC cycle 582 

in terms of total duration. Thus the sensitivity of parameters related to installation is less than those 583 

related to in-situ parameters. Among these installation parameters, “Basic Delivery Rate” is most 584 

sensitive as it starts the installation and affects subsequent processes; “Basic Worker Efficiency” 585 

and “Basic Crane Efficiency” are less sensitive as they depend on the delivery rate of facades 586 

meanwhile they are constrained by each other and none of them determines the installation rate 587 

alone (see Fig. 5); “Error RateP” is not sensitive because the total amount of prefabricated facades 588 

is small, and even the pessimistic estimation of the installation error rate is still low given the 589 

mature FDAC cycle. For another, “Basic Worker EfficiencyI” and “Error RateI” are sensitive for 590 



in-situ tasks as they are the dominant factors behind the construction pace when work is less 591 

constrained delivery and crane (see Fig. 6) 592 

<Insert Table 6 here> 593 

(3) Integral Error Test  594 

This test investigates whether the model behavior varies with the different integration method or 595 

time step. This study uses 4th order Runge-Kutta with the different time step: 0.5, 0.25, 0.125 and 596 

0.0625 day/time, the model behaviors with durations are 132.35, 132.74, 133.18, and 133.52 days, 597 

indicating that this model can meet the requirement of this test. 598 

5.3 Constraints Analysis Results 599 

In this section, the five identified critical constraints are fused into the SD-DES model with 600 

different scenarios through three simulation tasks. In the initial stage, all constraints are assumed 601 

to be satisfied, whereas some critical constraints can re-appear at certain time points. Besides, one 602 

FDAC has 4 days, and the planned duration of that cycle is 5760 minutes (4*24*60=5760). 603 

The first task assesses the impact of different constraints on schedule performance when they 604 

appear at the same time point. For example, 500th minute after simulation lauching is selected as 605 

the investigated point, at which all the five critical constraints are scheduled to appear. After 606 

summarizing results of 200 simulation runs, a histogram with a density curve of the simulated 607 

duration is drawn in Fig.9. The simulated duration ranges between 5800 and 8940 mins and has a 608 

95% probability of falling in between 6006.5 and 8758.75 mins, with a median duration of 7060.32 609 

mins. Through the statistical analysis of simulated duration, workers and project managers can 610 

adjust and re-plan the task executions at the specific time point.  611 



The second task is to assess the impact of different constraints on schedule performance at various 612 

time points. For instance, the scenario, “C5 cannot be satisfied at the 100th minute,” which takes 613 

the form of C5100th, has different impact level on schedule performance compared to the scenario 614 

C5800th. As shown in Fig. 10, the horizontal axis indicates the incidence time of constraints, and 615 

the vertical axis denotes the results of simulated duration. The larger the length of the box signifies, 616 

the more significant impact it will have on the schedule performance. Measured by the median 617 

(the band inside the box) value, C5100th > C5800th can be observed at the different time points which 618 

indicates that some constraints have more influence on the whole schedule performance at the 619 

early stage of the cycle. As another example, the median of C14100th is just slightly higher than 620 

C14800th, signifying that the inefficient crane operations cannot be significantly reflected in a short 621 

time period, which is usually accumulated to a considerable difference in the later stage.  622 

<Insert Figure 9 here> 623 

<Insert Figure 10 here> 624 

The final task is to find out the constraint that has most significant influence on the schedule 625 

performance of FDAC cycle. For this purpose, each critical constraint is individually scheduled to 626 

appear at 100th minutes. After 200 simulations, density curves of all the five critical constraints are 627 

generated and shown in Fig.11. Table 7 presents the constraints ranking in terms of their impact 628 

on schedule and includes relevant statistical information of TCT. Based on the mean value of 629 

FDAC duration, the constraints can be divided into three levels in terms of their effect on schedule. 630 

The first level includes C14 and C5 that can lead to a delay up to 249.85 minutes (i.e., 4.16 hours) 631 

in one FDAC cycle. In other words, if C14 is not satisfied, the total delay of the 33 floors can be 632 

137.61 hours, nearly 6 days. The second level contains C22 and C20 that result in delay up to 633 



137.75 minutes (i.e., 2.30 hours) in one FDAC cycle. Finally, the third level includes C23 which 634 

causes minimal delay (i.e., 16.63 minutes) in one FDAC cycle. 635 

<Insert Figure 11 here> 636 

<Insert Table 7 here>  637 

In summary, constraints’ impact on schedule delay varies along the timeline of the FDAC. If 638 

constraints that cannot be satisfied happen at an earlier stage, they have a more significant impact 639 

on schedule performance. To this end, this study provides an in-depth understanding of how the 640 

impact of constraints can be systematically analyzed, thus offers valuable insights to the project 641 

team to adopt constraints improvement approaches to achieve a reliable workflow.  642 

6. Conclusion 643 

In order to automatically identify the critical constraints of on-site FDAC of PHP process and 644 

dynamically understanding the interrelationships of them, a constraints modeling service of SWP 645 

has been developed within the three sub-services, namely, social network analysis (SNA), hybrid 646 

SD-DES model, and the constraints analysis. The SNA helps identify the trades associated critical 647 

constraints including bad weather conditions, lack of collision-free path planning,  lack of visible 648 

and audible communication mechanism, lack of optimal buffer layout , and lack of optimal 649 

installation sequence. The hybrid SD-DES model helps dynamically explore the interactional and 650 

interdependent relationships of the constraints in the modules of the assembly process, resource 651 

availability, operation efficiency, and schedule performance, and encapsulate these dynamic 652 

relationships into the DES model. The hybrid SD-DES model has also been validated by the model 653 

structure and behavior tests to guarantee the confidence and validity of this sub-service. The 654 



constraints analysis then helps analyze the impact of critical constraints on schedule performance 655 

over various simulated scenarios. 656 

The main contributions of this study to the body of knowledge are twofold. It enhances the role of 657 

constraints management within dynamic modeling methods (e.g., SNA, SD, DES) and extending 658 

its contribution to achieving the sociability of the SWP at the task execution level. Compared with 659 

previous studies, such as Li et al. (2018a) which investigated the issue at the phase level, this study 660 

provides approaches to identify critical constraints and evaluate the impact of these constraints at 661 

the work package level.  Secondly, the dynamic modeling methods in this study extend the process 662 

of constraints modeling of the trades associated work packages in a more structural and convenient 663 

way. The system dynamic models are established as reusable “task modules” to be encapsulated 664 

into the DES model. Thus, this hybrid model can be utilized for other PHP projects due to the 665 

sufficiently generic nature of this model. This constraints modeling service also provides a 666 

comprehensive view of constraints relationships and interconnections, which is beneficial for 667 

identifying critical constraints and evaluating the influence of each constraint. Such influence can 668 

be evaluated at an early stage of the project, which leaves enough time for project teams to establish 669 

relevant constraints management plan. 670 

However, there are a few limitations of the developed constraints modeling service and 671 

enhancement, especially in the area of automatic constraints tracking and sensing, are needed to 672 

eventually create living digital simulation models to represent near real-time modeling. In addition, 673 

given the number of interrelationships among the constraints and the variables of the model that 674 

influence the schedule performance, there is a challenge to collect data from multiple data sources 675 

and establish all dynamic interactions into the model. Thus, future studies can focus on using 676 



sensor data, which conveys various aspects of the operating condition of SWP to generate the data-677 

driven constraints modeling service.  678 
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